President: bomb will continue

SAN CLMENTE, Calif. (AP) — nationally ranging from New York to San Francisco, more than a million people are estimated to be planning bomb threats, Today, as the thirty-first day of the year, the President of the United States, President Ford, addressed the nation from his in-home office in the White House. At the beginning of his speech, President Ford said:

"I believe that those who perform in the public eye or in the public life have a responsibility to warn the nation of threats, and to do so before they become too serious."

In the next few minutes, President Ford will outline his strategy for dealing with the bomb threat, and he will call on the nation to cooperate in this effort. President Ford's full speech is available for download on the White House website.
Seek 840 women treated with DES

The Iowa City school board on Tuesday tentatively adopted a proposal to build two swimming pools but refused a proposal to use passively available tax funds for the construction.

Johan introduces Musk Oil

The exciting pungent scent that has charmed generations of gals who wear Musk Oil on the neck. Ella. youthful beauty, a mystic kind of perfume. Musk Oil is the stabilizer, the one that-Goes right back to the root. In the style of the world old long time. Musk Oil is the stabilizer, the one that-Goes right back to the root. In the style of the world old long time.

Doctor warns of vasectomy

CABOT, ARK.—A search is under way for 840 women who were involved in a clinical study during pregnancy 20 years ago with a hormone that might lead to cancer.

The women received the hormone stilbestrol, commonly called DES, or diethylstilbestrol, while pregnant at the University of Chicago Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology from September 1953 to May 1961.

The hormone is linked to cancer of the vagina in young girls whose mothers took the drug during their pregnancies. One girl died.

Dr. Charles D. McCarron, who heads the study performed at the University of Chicago, said that the findings were 2337.9 gallons. up 3.4 per cent from the previous year, and inconclusive. And data indicated that his findings did not show that his findings did not show that vasectomized men might be in special trouble with multiple sclerosis and rheumatoid arthritis, risk permanent sterility but in- The physician is director of the University's Sluder Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology. The report linking the drug to cancer was published by the Boston report.
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As 20th chess game adjourns

Russian has slight chance

REYKJAVIK, Iceland (AP) — Despite Dr. entrega, the 20th and final game of the 1972 world title chess match Tuesday and experts agree there was not much chance for a Russian surprise. Spassky advantage is doubtful. The spectators in the venue after a few hours that saw no signs of the important of the board but perhaps no player's chance to win the game. In the second half Spassky is needed only with a win to draw, or those who remain for the remaining five decisions in the second half point for each player.

The World's Russian is playing block in the 20th game of the season for both players. The black pieces. Spassky had a bishop a light and five pawns of his own. The defender is a knight's knight's pawn and Spassky's bishop and knight were strong enough to place Fischer's knight were on the board for the opening. The players quickly settled into a further variation of the complex position. Fischer's knight would play to the furthest variation, although he was a specialist in the position.

Absence vote

Absence ballots for the Sept. 11 Iowa City school board meeting are available in the Board of Education office, 200 William Street. Requests for an absence ballot must be submitted in writing or in person to the board secretary. A completed absence ballot will be returned to the board secretary if the absence is expected on election day or will be on the board's office before Sept. 11. Absence ballots returned by mail will be postmarked prior to election day.

Hatfield

Students attending fall classes are now open for business, but only the regular tickets available to those who pay for their seats in advance, and which can be obtained at the box office before Sept. 11. Absence ballots returned by mail will be postmarked prior to election day.

Orientation

Parking notices for new students at the University of Iowa and students who have been notified, are available at the Iowa City Board of Education.

Sat. classes

A combination of old and new "Saturday" classes will be available to interested students as a credit course and will begin the next Saturday, Sept. 11. Adult Education will offer more than 30 classes--some new for this fall. Adult Education has been asked by both graduate and undergraduate students as well as persons interested in degree courses.

Registration for all classes will be held from 8 a.m. until noon, Sept. 11. Please note that school accommodation and initial class meetings are determined if minimum requirements of students per class are met. Registration and pre-registration forms are available at the University of Iowa Administration Building, 2000 East University Avenue.

Call 555-5551 for further information.
Sports and politics don't mix

It would be nice if the Olympic Games were purely international sporting events. How beautiful it would be if in sports, individual efforts counted for everything and nationalism, racism and politics for nothing. It would also be nice and beautiful if there really was a clean slate and, as much for女朋友 as for the world.

The expulsion of Rhodesia from the Olympics is not an unjust act, but the position that this act will have very little effect on Rhodesia's position in Africa.
The decision to exclude Rhodesia will only make the white Rhodesians all the more determined to continue as they have in the past. It may even alienate some of the Rhodesian blacks who might have liked an opportunity to see their black brother, Artwell Manduwa, have a chance at an Olympic medal.

Politics and sports are not good bed-fellows. The results of forcing sports and politics to interact inevitably taint sports. For instance, the President of the International Olympic Committee rejected the black mediator threat of boycott with a threat of his own: to permanently expel Olympic teams which demand their governments orders to be sent to the Munich Games. That does not seem like a sportingly thing to do.

Once things such as the racial prejudice of certain national sports come into conflict with ideals, there is no end to the problems that may be created. It soon becomes evident that the good guys and the bad guys really aren't so clearly distinguishable from each other.

Two weeks ago. Uganda was one of the nations which vowed to boycott the Olympic Games because they would not be happy to see a symbol of human courage and suffering which included thoseAsian
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Besides an Iowa pennant, what will you need?!

Bedspreads
Bates Deminete Red-White-Blue Bunk $15.99 Twin $12.99
Bates Pop Scotch Plain Bunk $8.99 Twin $8.99 Full $7.99 Blue, gold, green on natural background
Fieldcrest Accent (corded) Bunk $11.99 Twin $9.99

Towels

Alarm clocks by Elgin. Orange, green, yellow or black. Square $4.95. Round $11.95

Sheets
Pearl Percale Double Twin for 21¢ times 2.0 warp. $1.25 each. Everlast. Cases $4.75

Under the bed storage chest sizes: Stowaway $14.00. Plow $11.00

Canvas Totes for Books. Assorted colors, $3-$5-$6.50. Also others not shown up to $16.00. Some shoulder straps.
'I never worry about campaigns'

Miller defends Nixon, GOP

By MIKE WEGNER

Jack Miller stood at Hampshire of the University High School Gymnasium Monday morning and said he didn't worry too much about remembering his speech because he didn't remember what he said and thought about Nixon's record.

"The Iowa Republicans, seeking to put their mark in the U.S. Senate this fall, did so however, that the first speech he heard delivered as he listened and thought to which he had his speech and decided to deliver it.

"Older voters have been shown to do what they should have," Miller said. "If you want to know more about our administration, they are likely to get the truth from it.

Campaign trail

Campaign trail is a program that will give Jack Miller, with Congress not expected to act before the Ohio primary, according to Miller, almost 20 years of his administration." As Nixon Administration's record, the White House is "slimming down.

"The Nixon Administration's record is being drawn to a program, and I'm working on it," Miller said. Miller gave the speech to a group of students in southeastern Iowa.

"Older voters have been shown to do what they should have," Miller said. "If you want to know more about our administration, they are likely to get the truth from it.

Addresses young

"Young people today are not trying out for a great society, they are trying out for a great political career. It is the school system that is preparing them for a great career."

"We are preparing them for a great career."

On Nixon

Miller is a staunch supporter of Nixon, a onetime Democrat who is a former tax lawyer.

"I am a Democrat and I am a Nixon supporter," Miller said. "I am a Democrat and I am a Nixon supporter."

"I am a Democrat and I am a Nixon supporter."

Hawaii theme for '73 fair

"If we have ever made a mistake in the history of Hawaii, we have not made a mistake in the history of our state."

"A man who has had the courage to admit his mistake has made a mistake in the history of our state."

Gre testing dates for grad students

Educational Testing Service announced today that undergraduate and graduate students may take the Graduate Record Examination on any of 85 different test dates during the current academic year.

"You'd better not miss the test dates," Miller said. "You'd better not miss the test dates."
Nomadic man’s mosaic

"People are always dismissing America’s beauty..."

By Lindsay Anderson
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Photography is, plot no

UPS Films begin with

by Lindsay Anderson

Thurs., Aug. 31 7 & 9 P.M.

New Ballroom, IMU—$1.50 + tax

Box Office Opens at 6:30 P.M.

THE ALL AMERICAN

Henry’s Answer
To The American Appetite

1/2 lb. of 100% Pure Beef
In A SUPER LARGE BURGER

69¢

Grilled to perfection on a toasted bun, lettuce, tomato, 2 slices cheese, delicious dressing and a slice of fresh onion

HARRY’S

Across from Pentacrest
Hwy. 6, Coralville
LSD cancer therapy
"Relief of the emotional suffering"

Daily Iowan News Service

COLUMBUS, Ind.—Dr. Stanislav Grof, who is conducting a study on the impact of LSD and other hallucinogenic drugs on terminal cancer patients, says that most of them get "relief of the emotional suffering that comes with the cancer, and the patient is able to cope with the situation and have a more or less normal and realistic experience." The results, he says, have been so positive that he plans to expand the study to include patients who are not terminally ill.

Dr. Grof says that the therapy, which involves the use of LSD and other hallucinogenic drugs, is being used to help patients confront and understand their fears and anxieties. He adds that the therapy has been shown to be effective in reducing symptoms of depression, anxiety, and pain.

Dr. Grof's study is being conducted at the Grove State Mental Hospital in Columbus, Indiana, which is one of the few hospitals in the United States that specializes in the treatment of mental illness. The hospital has been using LSD and other hallucinogenic drugs to treat a variety of mental health conditions, including depression, anxiety, and addiction.

Dr. Grof says that the therapy has been shown to be effective in reducing symptoms of depression, anxiety, and pain. He adds that the therapy has been shown to be effective in reducing symptoms of depression, anxiety, and pain.

Dr. Grof's study is being conducted at the Grove State Mental Hospital in Columbus, Indiana, which is one of the few hospitals in the United States that specializes in the treatment of mental illness. The hospital has been using LSD and other hallucinogenic drugs to treat a variety of mental health conditions, including depression, anxiety, and addiction.

Dr. Grof says that the therapy has been shown to be effective in reducing symptoms of depression, anxiety, and pain. He adds that the therapy has been shown to be effective in reducing symptoms of depression, anxiety, and pain.

Dr. Grof's study is being conducted at the Grove State Mental Hospital in Columbus, Indiana, which is one of the few hospitals in the United States that specializes in the treatment of mental illness. The hospital has been using LSD and other hallucinogenic drugs to treat a variety of mental health conditions, including depression, anxiety, and addiction.

Dr. Grof says that the therapy has been shown to be effective in reducing symptoms of depression, anxiety, and pain. He adds that the therapy has been shown to be effective in reducing symptoms of depression, anxiety, and pain.
Yenan: start of Mao’s party

Yenan, Northwest China (AP)—When a Chinese Communist sentry in Yenan makes a pilgrimage to the sacred mountain of modern China, much as a Christian travels to the Holy Land.

Here, between the Loess Hills and the roiling Yellow River, where cave dwellings are still the guideline in China. Many are in the compiled Quotations of Chairman Mao’s desk—still the guideline in China.

The cave dwellings themselves often have been apartments with several rooms. Poverty, said to have plagued peasants in the old days so much that they had to sell their children, seems to be eliminated, but hard work—sweat work—is still required.

The “spirit of Yenan”

To set up electric wires along a road leading into the Yenan valley, women and men carried concrete poles to their positions and then pulled them upright to be dug in, all pulling on one rope. “If we wait until we have machines to do that we will have no ceremony in our village,” one worker said. To have the “spirit of Yenan” was indeed vital.

All your dorm needs.
Prices even an economics professor would approve.

Special 2 for $1 bath towel

Machine wash cold, toss in dryer. Off white, gold, green, or blue. 36 x 72

Special 2 for $5 twin size

Penn-Prest cotton percale sheets in solids. Twin size. Fringed ends. 100 percent cotton jacquard weave. White, gold, green, or blue. 1 per cent acrylic thermal blanket. 20 x 36 size. Bright colors and novelty prints.

Special 2 for $5 twin size

Penn-Prest percale sheets in floral prints. Flat or fitted. Full 2 for $7 cases 2 for $2

Special 144 Assorted tier and valance curtain sets. Choose from several fabrics, styles and trims. 30 x 36 size. Bright colors and novelty prints.

Special 144 Quilted mattress pads with cotton cover. Extra-flexible fill. Fits any size or twin size. 100 percent cotton quilted woven bedspread. Fringed ends and Penn-Prest for easy care. White, gold, green, or blue.

Special 2 for $2

Fitted sheets. 30 x 60 size. Machine washable in cold water. Penn-Prest polyester-cotton cover. 43 for full. 2 for $5

Special 2 for $1

1 bath towel

Material: bath towel. Wash up to $4 savings with our attractive solid color terry fabric towel ensemble with camo border. Face towels 3 for $1 Wash cloth 4 for $1

Roots of modern China

Communism

It was in the caves of Yenan, much as there, that Chairman Mao Thunmg and his army of workers, the representatives of the Chinese Communist and organized the revolution. Today, the cave dwellings, many restored into title, are occupied by the workers of Yenan.

JCPenney

We know what you’re looking for.

Open 9 to 1 Mon., Wed., Thurs., Fri.; 9 to 9 Tues. and Sat.
**Taking in four at the Met**

Maryland state Perry bunch of the players grabbed baseballs and evening. His control desert big in the seventh, and he

C loud, with another staccato singles by Tovar and from the Baltimore Livestock (A P) — announced "Happy Birthday

taking a break. A couple Twins pitchers were sprinting to his teammates' hands in the shake hands with his roomie. Just as several Slyl even 's second pitch. Thompson dashed down
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Injuries plague Iowa

By TOWNSEND HOPEL II
Sports Editor
The Hawkeyes ground out the second day of double sessions with a minimum of training camp scrimmage yesterday after-
noon.

Head Coach Fran Larder
ter said that the defensive drills "were well, although it would have been better to have had this heat three or four days earlier.

Offensively, Larder praised the pass protection given quarterback Kirk Koenneke and said placekicker and fullback Thomas "looked good" in practice drills.

"Offensive tackle Jack Bolden's had a very good pre-season as well," added Larder. FXL "is looking real good.

"There are a lot of ragged edges, but the offensive line looks much improved. Defensively, we need more push, but you find that two or three days a week doesn't buy polishing things."}

Jerry Moses, suffering a foot injury, went to practice yesterday amid high hopes. The Cyclone's tailback last season had 1,316 yards, 15 touchdowns and a 1,000-yard rushing average.

Amundson , who rushed for 595 yards, said, "I'm going back into the groove at running back. I feel confident, and I want to be the leader out there on the quarterback.

"The more I play tail-
back, the more I love it. I love the lead role." Amundson and the rest are having a great pre-season because the opposing teams will have one less star to deal with.

"I can't see any pressure on me and those players," added Amundson. "I find making the changes easier. So I can work on what I want to do. I'm a better quar-
terback now."

"I love my weight training," continued Amundson. "It's good that I have to do it. I'm not happy 103 pounds."

Amundson has a sense of humor, and before practice started, senior linebacker Ken

Clemente made up with the players a shirt that read "Just to get something going during practice."

"I told him to get them," said the

Klemente. "I've been here for 17 days now. He did it so I couldn't just go back on my word."

Amundson said that he and Clemente bought the shirt and "we went into restaurants with our shirts and left them on the table. We had them printed up, but you should have seen those shirts.

"The Cyclone quarterback is a hard player," said Larder. "He has great strength and stamina. I think he's the future of our team. There are a lot of good offensive backs." Amundson and Clemente have been successful in previous years.

"We're not certain that we'll be the starting backfield," said Amundson. "But we're going to get a good look."

Amundson and Clemente are considered to be two of the best players in the Big Ten.

"I don't really know how you can do it," said Clemente. "We have an experienced group in the backfield."
**Family affairs dot Olympics**

**MUNICH (AP) — Olympic** swimming is a bit of a family affair at the Munich games with several brother-sister brother-brother or sister-sister combinations in the events. The only seven make up the family.

- United States Lynn and Rick Carter, their Nell and Gregory Rogers. Rick won the 50-meter breaststroke.
- West Germany's Angel and Klaus Bihorst, and Hans and Horst Lange. Son's Nooda and Mauro Galina.
- West Germany's Christian and Brian Bihorst.

In Monday's semifinals, Miss Babashoff, clocked in 59.02. Bihorst was third behind another record 58.59 seconds, just in front of Neilsen's Miss Babashoff in 59.06.

**Steven's Typewriter Co.**

1022 South Gilbert
Sales, Service and Rentals
We carry a fine selection of
Royal, Adler, Smith-Corona
Also Adding Machines & Electric Calculators
Free Pick-up and Delivery
We're north of the Liquor Store

**WHAT'S UP, DOC?**

...and dentists, chemists, technicians, and biologists, too.

It's up to the

**"I" Store** in the IMU now featuring

**LAB COATS**

- Top Quality
- Lowest Prices

Students, you'll want to check with us before you buy your lab coats.

The "I" Store

Located on the 1st Floor
South End of I.M.U.
Recycling old hat to Kenya natives

Nairobi, Kenya—The old hat once worn by Kenya’s first President, Jomo Kenyatta, is being recycled to benefit the country’s meager litter removal and recycling programs.

The hat was donated to Muchuru Muchuru, a 63-year-old MauMau tribal fighter before he went to Kenya’s first National Park headquarters, is a crowded display room at Kenya’s National Park headquarters.

The hat, which Muchuru and Kamau, a Kenya Medical Laboratory Assistant, turned into a business, is used to make many items, including rubber-tire sandals.

Muchuru and Kamau also sell African jazz blasts for young African mothers, whom Muchuru acknowledges as the official informants for the magazine.

The magazine, a monthly publication called Program, is published by the Kenya National Parks Conservation Authority.

Program’s purpose is to spread Stone’s philosophy to inmates.

Harry H. Woodward, director of Northwestern University’s School of Education and Social Policy, and other representatives of many nations will have a line of rural toiletries that are reproduced for the magazine.

Muchuru and Kamau also sell African jazz blasts for young African mothers, whom Muchuru acknowledges as the official informants for the magazine.
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Title: Urge women shop for gynecologist

NEW YORK (AP) — Barbara Seaman urges women to see gynecologists that maintain that a good con-
servative gynecologist sometimes can be better for a woman than one who is liberal.
The Observer's One Against the P.1.1.
ally published, "Free and I.1.1.0.. P.1.1.0.
that women should be full participants in reproductive decisions, including choosing their own gynecologists.
"It is important for a woman to view her gynecologist the way she would any other doctor," the author says.
"But often it is the way

woman's watch

This weekly column is written by Jovan Sojan and is sponsored by the Action Studies Class, Department of Women's Studies. Within the University Commu-
nity, there is a large number of women employees, and not just those in reproductive services. Sojan recognizes that, for the most part, women are not afforded the same opportunities as men, and that is reflected in the way they are treated by their peers, their bosses, and the people they encounter on a daily basis.
"Women often have to fight harder for the same things that men take for granted," Sojan writes. "This is a reality that we must accept, and it is something that we must work to change."
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USE CLASSIFIED ADS

Write ad below using one blank for each word.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
6. 7. 8. 9. 10.
16. 17. 18. 19. 20.
21. 22. 23. 24. 25.
26. 27. 28. 29. 30.

Print Name-Address-Phone No. Below:
NAME: ________________________________ PHONE NO.: ______________
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To Figure Cost
Count the number of words in your ad... then multiply the number of words by the rate below. Be sure to count ad title and or phone number. See samples ad.
Cost equals: (Number of Words) X (rate per word).

MINIMUM AD 10 WORDS $1.00
10 DAYS $10.00
30 DAYS $30.00
90 DAYS $90.00
12 MONTH $120.00
Out of town
FAX: 351-0482

Clip this order blank and mail or bring with you check to:
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Room 111—Communications Center
College and Madison Streets
Iowa City, Iowa 52240
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Platform: all or nothing

From the Encyclopaedia Americana: People who carried the ball in a political campaign were considered to be on major-party tickets. People who rejected the major parties adopted platform candidates, mostly of minor parties, at considerable risk to their careers. Although they valued the opportunity to represent their constituencies, they could not avoid the general risk that a campaign would bring them.

Platforms: all or nothing

By Cindy Carr

Mike Jensen as... Sue Somervelle as...

"A simple equation for great sound"

TEAM’s system concept makes it easy for you to own a superior system. Just as each piece is designed to complement the next, the results of your system will be a positive one. The system is made up of five components. The first is directness, the second is soundness, the third is soundness, the fourth is soundness, and the fifth is soundness. Together, they make up the complete system.

"If it’s good to be working with people you can depend on, then you need to work with people you can depend on."

Mike: Yeah, I think that’s a great point. I’m hoping we don’t disappoint people in any way.

Sue: I’m looking forward to working with you.

Mike: And I’m looking forward to working with you.
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